Grass, Gravel and
Decorative Stone
Solutions
SurePave®
PebbleLock®

ENHANCING TOMORROW / STROL.COM.AU

Panels interlock securely to
reduce long-term creep

Super strong 3.5mm wall thickness
to handle traffic and turning

Able to withstand 700 tonnes
per m2 when filled
Polypropylene for permanent
strength and durability

SurePave™
Product
SurePave
SurePave Trade Pack

ENHANCING TOMORROW / STROL.COM.AU

Size

Code

816mm x 612mm x 40mm

76148

100 Panels

13917

SurePave for Grass
Heavyweight Premeable Paving
ABOUT
SurePave™ is a permeable paving system designed as a reinforcement solution for
grass. SurePave can be used for off street car parking, laneways, garden paths, and
grass driveways.
SurePave is a great way to fix boggy and muddy areas where potholes, divots, ruts
and puddles form by vehicles over use. Not only that, SurePave encompasses style,
and functionality.
As its permeable description suggests, SurePave panels are porous and
free draining allowing the possibility of creating safe, functional and natural
aesthetically pleasing surfaces.
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SurePave for Gravel
Heavyweight Premeable Paving
ABOUT
SurePave™ has the ability to support cars, campervans and even large trucks,
making SurePave the ideal choice for any driveway, laneway or parking project.
SurePave can be filled with gravel, decorative stone & pebbles.
The robust cellular design of SurePave offers a perfect paving alternative to
concrete while still maintaining all the benefits of a hard pavement.
Porous and free draining SurePave allows water to be absorbed easily creating a
safe and functional surface that is natural and attractive.
Wanting a paving solution that encompasses style and functionality, that can
withstand heavy duty usage? Look no further than the SurePave paving system.

WITH & WITHOUT PEBBLELOCK
Keeps pebbles underfoot
and under control

Panels interlock securely

This simple and versatile system allows you
to enjoy the beauty of natural stone without
spending the rest of your life sweeping or
raking stones back into place. Ponding is
eliminated as water soaks away through the
mesh structure of the PebbleLock Paver back
into the ground.

Made in Australia for
Australian conditions

100% recycle,
100% recyclable

PebbleLock
Product

Size

Code

PebbleLock

840mm x 590mm x 24mm

56403

WITH
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WITHOUT

PebbleLock
Path & Patio
ABOUT
PebbleLock is a recycled plastic mat for stabilising pebbles in all landscape areas.
Designed for any situation around the home where you want a cheaper, natural
alternative to concrete, asphalt or pavers.
Use under pebbles, stones and granite chip on garden paths, patio areas, carparks
& driveways to prevent puddles, pot holes, aggregate migration and heavy rain
scour.
PebbleLock is suitable for pedestrians, bikes and cars.

DISCLAIMER
All information provided in this brochure is correct to the best knowledge of
the company and is given out in good faith. The information presented herein
is intended only as a general guide to the use of such products and no liability
is accepted by Strol Ltd for any loss or damage however arising, which results
either directly or indirectly from use of such information. Strol Ltd have a policy of
continuous development therefore information and product specifications may
change without notice. This brochure is subject to copyright in its entirety. The
contents may not be reproduced in any form, either in whole or in part, without
written permission from Strol Ltd. While every effort has been made to ensure the
accuracy of the information in this brochure, Strol Ltd assumes no responsibility
for errors or omissions or for any consequences of reliance on this catalogue.
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